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The Trump effect 2.0

What to expect form this year's U.S. midterm elections

On November 6, all 435 seats in the House of Representatives and
35 in the Senate will be up for grabs. So will 39 state and territorial
governorships, as well as plenty of state legislative chambers, not
to mention local elected offices. For much of the year, markets
appeared pretty unconcerned about the upcoming U.S. midterm
elections. Lately, however, concerns over political risks have been
growing. This has contributed to the weakness we have seen in
global equity markets, and other risky assets. How justified are
such fears? What may be the plausible outcomes and their market
consequences? And, based on the data, how likely is it that the
market could be caught by surprise this time around? In this note,
we tackle each of these questions in turn. In conclusion, we give
you our own best guess as to how things might turn out come
November 6.

1. How justified are midterm market fears?

Superficially, you might think that there is not all that much to
worry about. Looking back to all U.S. midterm elections since 1934,
history suggests a fairly clear pattern of equity-market weakness in
the months leading up the November elections. Typically, the S&P
500 swiftly recovers in the year that follows.

As usual, however, historic correlations tend to offer a less-
than-perfect guide for forecasting purposes. First, we are not
talking about all that many data points. That's a general problem
when it comes to drawing any inferences from political events to
developments in financial markets and the broader economy. A
second reason is that the average hides plenty of variation from
one midterm election to the next. To take the two most extreme
examples, the S&P gained 43% in the 12 months following the
1934 elections, but lost 5% after the 1938 elections. Talking about
the 1930s, there is a third concern and it happens to be the most
relevant for our purposes. We would argue that in the present
context, the historic correlation is likely to turn out downright
spurious.

Think about why correlations have usually held in the past. Typically,
the president's party tends to lose Congressional elections during
the midterms between presidential elections. And, in general,
equity markets in the United States and elsewhere tend to quite
like a divided government1. If neither of the two big parties is fully
in control, it typically lacks the ability to implement big changes
unilaterally.

Of course, there are exceptions to these two related rules. In
1934, two years into the first term of President Franklin D.

1
In the U.S. context, "divided government" means that the two houses of Congress are held by different parties
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Roosevelt (a Democrat), Democrats made unusual and large gains
in the midterms, winning them a two thirds majority in the
Senate. Conversely, Democrats saw sweeping losses in 1938,
effectively marking the end of Roosevelt's domestic policy reforms.
In between, there was a recession, starting in mid-1937. 80 years
on, economic historians are still debating the merits of some of
President Roosevelt's policies.

The point of the story? We still cannot really know what exactly
the longer-term economic market impact would have been, had
Democrats unexpectedly bucked the trend again in 1938. You never
get to re-run an election as a controlled experiment. That hints at
the dangers of glib assessments of the potential market impact of
electoral outcomes. Including, as it happens, in the next section of
our own report.

2. What may be the plausible outcomes and their market

consequences?

Among the theoretically possible outcomes three are plausible.
We roughly rank them in descending order of probability based
on our own assessment of publicly available and commonly used
forecasting methodologies. The assumed market impact reflects
the current assessments by experts across our platform, which
happen to be fairly closely aligned with current conventional
thinking on the likely market impact.

2.a. Democrats retake House of Representatives; Republicans

hold Senate

In terms of concrete policy-making, we believe the impact is likely
to be fairly limited. Democrats would be able to block most new
major legislation, in particular any further attempts to dismantle
the Affordable Care Act (also known as ObamaCare), let alone
entitlement reform more broadly. However, reversing past tax and
spending initiatives would be unlikely.. Political pressures on the
White House would intensify, with Congressional investigations
into various allegations. Impeachment hearings would be a distinct
possibility. More immediately, there would probably be some
erosion in President Trump's political clout.

For markets, the most obvious question should be how voter
rejection might impact the administration. Might the White House
take on a more measured tone in global trade conflicts and perhaps
try to de-escalate geopolitical tensions? Or conversely lash out even
more harshly at foreign foes, real and perceived? Based on the
developments of the past two years, we unfortunately fear that the
latter is more likely, especially on trade. Mostly, though, we would
probably see purely political concerns to recede somewhat, with
investors focusing more on other issues, such as the future course
of monetary policy.

2.b. Democrats regain both House and Senate

The immediate policy-making implications would probably be
similar to Democrats just taking the House. A majority in the Senate,
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no matter how narrow, would likely enable them to stall judicial
nominations and hamper additional deregulatory measures, for
example by blocking cabinet appointments. Erosion of President
Trump's political clout would be more severe and discussion of
impeachment more likely. However, any such measures could risk
backlash, similar to what happened after the 1994 Congressional
takeover by Republicans.2 In the longer term, there would also be
a risk of U.S. politics becoming even more contentious. On a more
positive note, a chastised White House might embrace a more
bipartisan approach to governing. One area to watch would be
infrastructure spending.

A lot would also depend on what happens in other races, further
down the ballot. For example, losing a string of governorships in
swing states such as Florida, Nevada and Wisconsin would hurt
Republican morale and party cohesion. High-profile losses in even
redder states, such as Georgia, Ohio and perhaps even Kansas
and Oklahoma could make matters worse. All these races are
surprisingly close, which also augurs well for Democratic prospects
in state legislatures. In turn, these state-level races will largely
determine Congressional maps following the 2020 United States
Census. This would strengthen Democratic prospects of holding on
to their majority in the House, after the next round of redistricting in
2022. (Partly because of Republican control of many states and the
gerrymandering of both parties, the current map of House districts
is very unfavorable to Democrats. According to most estimates,
Democrats need to win the popular vote by about 5% to 7 % to win
a majority in the House of Representatives.)

2.c. Republicans hold on to both House and Senate

Unlike the other scenarios, a fizzling of Democratic support could
have immediate policy-making implications. Most likely, we would
see additional legislative initiatives, notably an attempt to make
recent tax cuts "permanent" and to index taxable capital gains
to inflation. Republicans may most likely also try to, once again,
repeal the Affordable Care Act. They might even attempt to
tackle welfare and entitlement reform more broadly, by cutting
funding for Medicare, Social Security and Medicaid. However,
narrow majorities in Congress would make significant changes to
entitlements much more difficult. (The 2020 elections would loom
large over any proposals to cut funding for Medicare, Social Security
and Medicaid or perhaps trying to reform them by assigning a
larger role to the private sector. Any attempt to privatize Medicare,
Social Security and Medicaid would almost certainly require at
least 60 votes in the Senate. Passing such proposals looks highly
improbable, not least as these programs remain very popular, even
among Republican voters and Senators.)

In the short term, U.S. equity markets could perhaps benefit from
renewed hopes on taxes and deregulation. In the longer term, the
risk of the U.S. economy overheating would increase. For the world
economy and global financial markets, the rise of President Trump's
political clout could increase the risks of further trade escalations.
It may also contribute to the further rise of U.S. Treasury yields,

2
Nevertheless, Bill Clinton was able to secure a second term in 1996.
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and a worsening fiscal outlook, making the task of the U.S. Federal
Reserve (Fed) of engineering a soft economic landing even trickier.

As in 2016, a lot depends on how investors and policy-makers
react to the results. Indeed, over the past two years we have seen
on a number of occasions that predicting electoral surprises is
sometimes the easy part. More often than not, the harder challenge
is foreseeing what markets perceive to be surprising and how
markets react to real or perceived surprises.

3. Based on the data, how likely is it that the market could

be caught by surprise, this time around?

In our view very likely. Indeed, we do not share the confidence
of many market observers and professional forecasters in the high
probability of the fashionable base-case assessment - Democrats
retaking the House and Republicans holding the Senate. Nor do we
believe that the market consequences would necessarily be benign.
Instead, we think that this base case is less likely to materialize
than standard forecasting models suggest. And even if it does, the
market implications could still be quite significant.

Partly, that reflects our experience in analyzing elections since 2016
and the resulting market fall-out of political surprises. The dirty
little secret of forecasters like ourselves is that while it is not all
that hard to predict what voters might do and what the longer-
term economic consequences might be, the same cannot be said
for market reactions in the weeks, months and years that follow.
When it comes to politics, it turns out that financial markets are far
from perfect in discounting upcoming risks. To take just one recent
example, it was statistically quite plausible for Italy's populist Five
Star Movement and the right-wing Lega to win a majority in one or
both houses ahead of this year's elections on March 4. As we wrote
at the time, "On our reading of the admittedly ambiguous data, we
believe the anti-establishment Five Star Movement may only be a
normal polling error away from being able to block the formation of
any realistic, broadly centrist, pro-European government."

Six months on, market participants are still trying to come to terms
with the impact the new, populist Italian government is having in
trying to push the limits of the Eurozone's fiscal deficit rules. In part,
this is because a lot depends on what policy-makers make of an
electoral mandate and what constraints others impose on them.
That, in turn, partly depends on the specifics of what voters actually
decided on Election Day. Glib assessments of likely scenarios can
at best offer a usual starting point.

To see what that might mean for the midterm elections, let's just
focus on our Scenario 2.a. of Democrats retaking the House and
Republicans holding the Senate. U.S. elections are quite unusual
in that you have a wealth of historical data, plenty of high-quality
pollsters and a vibrant community of data-driven analysts and
commentators. A data-driven, probabilistic approach to predicting
and analyzing electoral outcomes was pioneered by Nate Silver
and https://fivethirtyeight.com/. Quite a few others have embraced
a similar approach. That is one of the reasons covering U.S.
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elections is both easier – because we have to do less number
crunching ourselves – and more fun – because there are plenty of
knowledgeable commentators to learn from.

We have some minor quibbles with the FiveThirtyEight probability
assessments, which we will turn to in a minute. But even taking it at
face value, it hints at plenty of underlying uncertainty for investors
to fret about. That is especially true for the Senate. According to the
model, there is currently a 5-in-6 chance of Democrats winning a
majority in the House, but only a 1-in-5 chance of gaining control of
the Senate. Moreover, the range of plausible outcomes with an 80%
chance of materializing is somewhere between plus four net gains
for Republicans (giving Republicans a 55-to-45 seat majority) and
plus two net gains for Democrats (i.e. the narrowest of majorities
of 51 Democrats versus 49 Republicans in the Senate). Conversely,
the model suggests a less-than-10% chance each of Republicans
winning 55 or more seats, and of Democrats winning 52 or more
seats.3

In order to think about the potential market implications of Scenario
2.a, let's zoom in on an even narrower range: Republicans holding
somewhere between 50 and 54 seats, while losing their House
majority. Depending on how closely elections in the House and the
Senate turn out to be correlated, there is something like a 3-in-5
chance of falling into that range, according to the FiveThirtyEight
model. That 3-in-5 chance, however, hides a pretty wide range
of political realities, to which investors are likely to react very
differently, come November 7.

To take the edges of the range, imagine that Republicans gain
54 seats, i.e. succeed in holding on to all their current seats and
defeating 3 vulnerable Democrats. Heidi Heitkamp in North Dakota,
Claire McCaskill in Missouri, and, in one of the night's genuine
upsets, Robert Menendez in New Jersey, say. Other incumbent
Democratic Senators, including Joe Donnelly in Indiana, Bill Nelson
in Florida, Jon Tester in Montana and Tina Smith in Minnesota,
survive, but by far narrower margins than expected. Democrats
win a very narrow majority in the House. Down-ballot, their wave
fizzles. In particular, Republicans manage to hold on to most of
the vulnerable looking governors' mansions, including Wisconsin,
Georgia and Ohio. President Trump promptly takes credit and
pledges to pursue his "America First" agenda with renewed vigor,
especially on trade. Bond investors become increasingly concerned
over rising deficits (as a result of making tax cuts "permanent"),
without any meaningful spending cuts. After some initial relief that
the vote is over, equity markets take fright. Presidential attacks on
the Fed continue, prompting market fears that the Fed might tighten
faster than expected, simply to defend its credibility.

Contrast that with a scenario in which Democrats make a net
gain of just one Senate seat (Arizona, say), exceed expectations
in the House and run the table in down ballot races, including
some high-profile governorships. President Trump immediately
disowns any responsibility. In the weeks and months that follow,

3
Needless to say that the forecasts might have moved by the time your read this. You can follow the FiveThirtyEight Senate forecast here: https://

projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2018-midterm-election-forecast/senate/?ex_cid=midterms-header. Their House forecast is available here: https://
projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2018-midterm-election-forecast/house/?ex_cid=rrpromo. And their recently added Governors forecast here: https://
projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2018-midterm-election-forecast/governor.
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his clout continues to diminish. With the Senate evenly and Vice
President Mike Pence acting as the occasional tie-breaker for
judicial nominations, legislative progress stalls and government
shutdowns loom. A growing number of Republican Senators start
to call for bi-partisan compromises, if necessary in defiance of
the president. In particular, a group of moderate, pro-market
Republicans led by former presidential candidate and newly elected
Utah Senator Mitt Romney, make it clear that attacks on the Fed and
the World Trade Organization need to stop. In private conversations
with the White House (which are inevitably leaked), they make
their support of judicial nominations conditional on an end to trade
tensions. Markets react with modest relief. Investors mostly focus
on other issues, such as the future course of monetary policy.
Markets increasingly start to see Trump as a lame duck unlikely to
get much done in the remainder of his term.

Such thought experiments highlight that a lot can still go wrong –
or right – after November 7. Moreover, the Senate forecast appears
quite a bit less certain than many think. By now, you have probably
read – perhaps ad nauseam – that the 2018 Senate map favors
Republicans. That is both true, and potentially quite trivial for
forecasting purposes.

To see why, remember how in 2016 the Electoral College was
supposed to provide Hillary Clinton insurmountable advantages?
That was correct in the limited sense that using the 2012
presidential-election results as your starting point, Clinton appeared
to have plenty of routes for a majority. Her floor in the Electoral
College also appeared to be quite high. By contrast, there were
only a comparatively limited number of paths to victory for Trump.
Statistically speaking, something quite analogous might turn out to
be true for the 2018 Senate map. It all boils down to how closely key
races will turn out to be correlated. Call it the Trump effect 2.0, only
with the respective roles of the two parties potentially reversed.

So, the next time someone mentions how unfavorable the 2018
Senate map is for Democrats, think back to 2016, or even better
2012. That's when all current incumbent Democratic Senators last
ran, apart from Tina Smith in Minnesota. They all won, in an
environment far less favorable for Democrats than the current one,
according to national polling throughout the 2018 campaign so far.
To be sure, the race is likely to be nationalized far more than in
2012, when local issues and candidate personality played a larger
role than in is likely to be the case this time around. However, it is
far from clear that this will necessarily hurt the Democrats' Senate
prospects.

4. Our own best guess

Here is another sign of how uncertain Senate forecasts still are.
Forecasting models for the Senate have swung quite sharply in
recent weeks. Usually, that happened in response to a handful of
surveys, often states such as North Dakota that are both rarely
polled – and difficult to poll. (As a result, pollsters in such states
have historically tended to get it wrong more often, and by wider
margins than you commonly see in U.S. polling.) In itself, this is by
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no means intended to criticize the models.4 Instead, it suggests that
the models are working reasonably well in trying to extrapolate as
much information as possible from relatively little and potentially
dubious data.

Indeed, we think it is more likely than usual that even polling
averages of high-quality surveys might be off somewhat nationally.
Needless to say that could have an even bigger impact on the
probabilities of upsets in the Senate races everyone is watching
than in the House. This is not, we hasten to add, because there
was anything particularly wrong with national U.S. polling figures
in 2016.5 U.S. pollsters suffer from the same challenges, notably
declining response rates, as their peers encounter around the world.
They generally manage to cope rather better, in part by having
gotten quite sophisticated in how they weight responses.6 This
tends to work surprisingly well – as long as the recent past offers
reliable pointers as to what the electorate in an upcoming vote
might look like demographically, in terms of its geographic split and
partisan lean. We believe these conditions are less likely to be met
this time around, mainly because of how both parties have changed
since 2016.

Statistically, this suggests polling errors of unknown magnitude and
direction. In other words, we think that unexpected outcomes are
a touch more likely than models based on polling and correlations
with historically reliable indicators would suggest. This could mean
Republicans will be able to hold on to the House. Or it could mean
even larger gains by Democrats, including winning the Senate. In
such instances, we have found it quite useful in the past to consider
analogous electoral dynamics in other countries and measures of
voter engagement, as well as the polling data.

Just as President Trump is different from previous Republican
presidents, the same might well turn out to be true of the electorate
at this year's midterms. Demographically, Trump's core base of
supporters looks less like yesteryear's reliably Republican midterm
electorate and more like typical protest party voters long familiar
in Western Europe. If so, there are a couple of reasons to expect
that polls might either overstate or understate their electoral
strength. On the one hand, pollsters have an unfortunate tendency
to overcompensate for past failings, whether real or perceived.
Typically, this leads polling to somewhat underestimate protest
parties when they first surge – and to overestimate their staying
power in subsequent elections. On the other hand, there can
sometimes be a bit of a bandwagon effect spanning electoral
cycles. Once a protest party comes into power and starts to deliver
things its core supports long wanted, this can strongly motivate its
supporters to mobilize, often late in campaign. Word-of-mouth can
prove especially effective in such situations – and difficult to see
hints of in the polling data until the very end.

4
For description of the FiveThirtyEight Senate model, see: https://fivethirtyeight.com/methodology/how-fivethirtyeights-house-and-senate-

models-work. The latest results: https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2018-midterm-election-forecast/senate/?ex_cid=rrpromo. A new,
alternative modelling approach by the conservative Weekly Standard addresses some of the methodological issues slightly differently: https://
www.weeklystandard.com/david-byler/introducing-the-tws-swingseat-model. It comes to similar results: https://www.weeklystandard.com/
swingseat-senate-election-model.
5
For good overview of what really happened in 2016, see Nate Silver, "The Real Story Of 2016: What reporters — and lots of data geeks, too —

missed about the election, and what they’re still getting wrong." Jan. 19, 2017, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-real-story-of-2016/
6
For a nice illustration of how this works in practice, in a difficult to poll state like Minnesota, see Nate Cohn, "Did Minnesota’s Eighth District

Really Swing by Almost 20 Points? An apparent drastic shift toward the Republican candidate highlights the challenges of polling generally, and
of polling in certain states particularly." Oct. 15, 2018, New York Times, The Upshoot, https://nyti.ms/2QRDdoT
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The same also tends to happen on the opposing side, though
usually with more advance warning in the polls and other data.
Indeed, there has been plenty of evidence of grass-root activity
likely to benefit Democrats up and down the ballot (from Women's
Marches and teachers protesting low pay in several Southern states
to students organizing in favor of gun restrictions). State and
special elections since 2016, including the Alabama Senate and the
Virginia's governor's races last year, also offer pointers that polling
might, if anything, understate the size of the Democratic wave
in 2018. This would be consistent with fundraising data, which
has been extremely strong for Democrats across a wide range of
low-profile races – and pretty dismal for Republicans.7 Add other
measures of voter engagement, and it would be quite surprising
even to us if Republicans held on to the House. Take it all together,
and we would be somewhat less surprised, if Democrats gain
another seat or two, in the Senate, as well as larger than expected
gains in the House and lower down-ballot.8 Both scenarios, though,
are hardly unthinkable. Risk-averse investors might be well advised
to consider them carefully instead of simply assuming that political
risks will swiftly fade again, once the voting is done.

Typically, the S&P 500 has seen some weakness in the months

leading up to the elections in November. It swiftly tended to

recover in the year that followed the midterms.

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DWS Investment GmbH as of 10/19/18
* Daily S&P 500 performance, indexed to midterm-election date dating back to 1934.

7
For the latest figures and their potential implications, see Nate Silver, "Election Update: Democrats’ Unprecedented Fundraising Edge Is Scary

For Republicans … And Our Model", Oct. 19, 2018, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/election-update-the-democrats-unprecedented-fundraising-
edge-is-scary-for-republicans-and-for-our-model/
8
In the house, gerrymandered districts would probably begin to backfire on Republicans, if the Democratic wave turned out to be even larger

than expected. For an illustration of what might happen, see Nathaniel Rakich, "A Big Blue Wave Could Overwhelm The GOP’s Advantage In The
House", Oct. 9, 2018, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/a-big-blue-wave-could-overwhelm-the-gops-advantage-in-the-house/
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Historically, there has been a lot of variation in how the S&P

500 performed in the 12 months following a midterm election.

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DWS Investment GmbH as of 10/19/18
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Glossary

Correlation

Correlation is a measure of how closely two variables move
together over time.

Democratic Party (Democrats)

The Democratic Party (Democrats) is one of the two political
parties in the United States. It is generally to the left of its main rival,
the Republican Party.

Electoral College

The Electoral College is the body which elects the President and
the Vice President of the United States. It is composed of electors
from each state equal to that state’s representation in Congress.

Eurozone

The Eurozone is formed of 19 European Union member states that
have adopted the euro as their common currency and sole legal
tender.

Fiscal policy

Fiscal policy describes government spending policies that
influence macroeconomic conditions. Through fiscal policy, the
government attempts to improve unemployment rates, control
inflation, stabilize business cycles and influence interest rates in an
effort to control the economy.

Five Star Movement

The Five Star Movement is a populist political party in Italy. It is
led by the popular comedian and blogger Beppe Grillo, who was
also among its founders in 2009. It is considered anti-establishment,
environmentalist, anti-globalist and Eurosceptic.

Gerrymandering

Gerrymandering refers to the deliberate creation of voting districts
in order to maximize the electoral advantage of one of the parties.

House of Representatives

The United States House of Representatives is a legislative
chamber consisting of 435 Representatives, as well as non-
voting delegates from Washington, D.C. and U.S. territories.
Representatives are elected for two-year terms and each state’s
representation is based on population as measured in the previous
Census.

Inflation

Inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices for goods
and services is rising and, subsequently, purchasing power is
falling.
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Lega

The Lega (formerly "Lega Nord") is a right-wing populist party in
Italy. It was founded in 1991 through the merger of various parties.
It is considered anti-globalist and Eurosceptic.

Medicaid

Medicaid is an assistance program providing health coverage to
people with low income. It is run by state and local governments
within federal guidelines.

Medicare

Medicare is the U.S. national health insurance program for people
aged 65 and above and younger people with disabilities or kidney
failure.

Monetary policy

Monetary policy focuses on controlling the supply of money
with the ulterior motive of price stability, reducing unemployment,
boosting growth, etc. (depending on the central bank's mandate).

ObamaCare

ObamaCare is the colloquial term for the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act, the reform of the health-care industry
introduced by U.S. president Barack Obama in 2010.

S&P 500

The S&P 500 is an index that includes 500 leading U.S. companies
capturing approximately 80% coverage of available U.S. market
capitalization.

U.S. Federal Reserve Board (the Fed)

The U.S. Federal Reserve Board, often referred to as "the Fed", is
the central bank of the United States.

United States Congress

The United States Congress is the legislature of the federal
government. It is comprised of the Senate and the House
of Representatives, consisting of 435 Representatives and 100
Senators.

United States Senate

The United States Senate is a legislative chamber consisting of
100 Senators, with each state being represented by two Senators.
Senators are elected for six year, overlapping terms in their
respective state.

World Trade Organization (WTO)

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is an international
organization based in Switzerland, which regulates commerce
between nations through mutually agreed rules.
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Risk warning

Investments are subject to investment risk, including market
fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and
loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can
fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally
invested at any point in time.

Investments in Foreign Countries – Such investments may be in
countries that prove to be politically or economically unstable.
Furthermore, in the case of investments in foreign securities or
other assets, any fluctuations in currency exchange rates will affect
the value of the investments and any restrictions imposed to prevent
capital flight may make it difficult or impossible to exchange or
repatriate foreign currency.

Foreign Exchange/Currency – Such transactions involve multiple
risks, including currency risk and settlement risk. Economic or
financial instability, lack of timely or reliable financial information
or unfavorable political or legal developments may substantially
and permanently alter the conditions, terms, marketability or price
of a foreign currency. Profits and losses in transactions in foreign
exchange will also be affected by fluctuations in currency where
there is a need to convert the product’s denomination(s) to another
currency. Time zone differences may cause several hours to elapse
between a payment being made in one currency and an offsetting
payment in another currency. Relevant movements in currencies
during the settlement period may seriously erode potential profits
or significantly increase any losses.

High Yield Fixed Income Securities – Investing in high yield bonds,
which tend to be more volatile than investment grade fixed income
securities, is speculative. These bonds are affected by interest rate
changes and the creditworthiness of the issuers, and investing in
high yield bonds poses additional credit risk, as well as greater risk
of default.

Hedge Funds – An investment in hedge funds is speculative and
involves a high degree of risk, and is suitable only for “Qualified
Purchasers” as defined by the US Investment Company Act of 1940
and “Accredited Investors” as defined in Regulation D of the 1933
Securities Act. No assurance can be given that a hedge fund’s
investment objective will be achieved, or that investors will receive
a return of all or part of their investment.

Commodities – The risk of loss in trading commodities can
be substantial. The price of commodities (e.g., raw industrial
materials such as gold, copper and aluminium) may be subject
to substantial fluctuations over short periods of time and
may be affected by unpredicted international monetary and
political policies. Additionally, valuations of commodities may be
susceptible to such adverse global economic, political or regulatory
developments. Prospective investors must independently assess
the appropriateness of an investment in commodities in light
of their own financial condition and objectives. Not all affiliates
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or subsidiaries of Deutsche Bank Group offer commodities or
commodities-related products and services.

Investment in private equity funds is speculative and involves
significant risks including illiquidity, heightened potential for loss
and lack of transparency. The environment for private equity
investments is increasingly volatile and competitive, and an investor
should only invest in the fund if the investor can withstand a total
loss. In light of the fact that there are restrictions on withdrawals,
transfers and redemptions, and the Funds are not registered under
the securities laws of any jurisdictions, an investment in the funds
will be illiquid. Investors should be prepared to bear the financial
risks of their investments for an indefinite period of time.

Investment in real estate may be or become nonperforming after
acquisition for a wide variety of reasons. Nonperforming real estate
investment may require substantial workout negotiations and/ or
restructuring.

Environmental liabilities may pose a risk such that the owner or
operator of real property may become liable for the costs of removal
or remediation of certain hazardous substances released on, about,
under, or in its property. Additionally, to the extent real estate
investments are made in foreign countries, such countries may
prove to be politically or economically unstable. Finally, exposure
to fluctuations in currency exchange rates may affect the value of
a real estate investment.

Structured solutions are not suitable for all investors due to potential
illiquidity, optionality, time to redemption, and the payoff profile of
the strategy. We or our affiliates or persons associated with us or
such affiliates may: maintain a long or short position in securities
referred to herein, or in related futures or options, purchase or sell,
make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such
securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation. Calculations
of returns on the instruments may be linked to a referenced
index or interest rate. In such cases, the investments may not be
suitable for persons unfamiliar with such index or interest rates, or
unwilling or unable to bear the risks associated with the transaction.
Products denominated in a currency, other than the investor’s home
currency, will be subject to changes in exchange rates, which may
have an adverse effect on the value, price or income return of the
products. These products may not be readily realizable investments
and are not traded on any regulated market.

Hong Kong

The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any
regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise
caution in relation to the investments contained herein. If you are
in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you
should obtain independent professional advice. This document has
not been approved by the Securities and Futures Commission in
Hong Kong nor has a copy of this document been registered by
the Registrar of Companies in Hong Kong and, accordingly, (a)
the investments (except for investments which are a “structured
product” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance
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(Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the “SFO”)) may not be
offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of this document or
any other document other than to “professional investors” within
the meaning of the SFO and any rules made thereunder, or in
other circumstances which do not result in the document being
a “prospectus” as defined in the Companies (Winding Up and
Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong
Kong) (“CO”) or which do not constitute an offer to the public within
the meaning of the CO and (b) no person shall issue or possess
for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any
advertisement, invitation or document relating to the investments
which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be
accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong (except if permitted
to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with
respect to the investments which are or are intended to be disposed
of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to “professional
investors” within the meaning of the SFO and any rules made
thereunder.

Singapore

Singapore Interests in the funds mentioned herein are not allowed
to be made to the public or any members of the public in Singapore
other than (i) to an institutional investor under Section 274 or 304
of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap 289) (“SFA“), as the case
may be, (ii) to a relevant person (which includes an Accredited
Investor) pursuant to Section 275 or 305 and in accordance with
other conditions specified in Section 275 or 305 respectively of
the SFA, as the case may be, or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in
accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision
of the SFA.

Important Information

DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA. The
respective legal entities offering products or services under the
DWS brand are specified in the respective contracts, sales materials
and other product information documents. DWS Group GmbH &
Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees
(collectively “DWS Group”) are communicating this document in
good faith and on the following basis.

This document has been prepared without consideration of the
investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any
investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to
consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser,
whether the investments and strategies described or provided by
DWS Group, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment
needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this
document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not
constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a
transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.

DWS Group does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should
seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering
investments and strategies suggested by DWS Group. Investments
with DWS Group are not guaranteed, unless specified.
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Investments are subject to various risks, including market
fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and
loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can
fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally
invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations
of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods
of time. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to
the detailed provisions, including risk considerations, contained in
the offering documents. When making an investment decision, you
should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction
and not the summary contained herein. Past performance is no
guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing contained
herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future
performance.

Although the information herein has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, DWS Group does not guarantee its accuracy,
completeness or fairness. No liability for any error or omission is
accepted by DWS Group. Opinions and estimates may be changed
without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may
not prove valid. All third party data (such as MSCI, S&P, Dow
Jones, FTSE, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Factset & Bloomberg)
are copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. DWS Group or
persons associated with it (“Associated Persons”) may (i) maintain
a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related
futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell, make a market in, or
engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn
brokerage or other compensation.

The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any
research department within Deutsche Bank and is not investment
research. Therefore, laws and regulations relating to investment
research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein
may differ from the opinions expressed by other Deutsche Bank
departments including research departments. This document may
contain forward looking statements. Forward looking statements
include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections,
opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The
forward looking statements expressed constitute the author’s
judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking
statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments
and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different
or additional factors could have a material impact on the results
indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially,
from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is
made by Deutsche Bank as to the reasonableness or completeness
of such forward looking statements or to any other financial
information contained herein.

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without
DWS Group’s written authority. The manner of circulation and
distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation
in certain countries, including the United States.

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or
use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located
in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the
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United States, where such distribution, publication, availability or
use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject
DWS Group to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into
whose possession this document may come are required to inform
themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions.

Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment
instruments are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (”FDIC“) or any other governmental entity, and are not
guaranteed by or obligations of DWS Group.

© 2018 Deutsche Asset Management (Asia) Limited

Publisher: DWS Investment GmbH, Mainzer Landstraße 11-17,
60329 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
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